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In each cycle of human evolution, children, the time comes for the disciples to take their own steps
and deliver the results of their learning to the Creator. This is experienced in Heaven as on Earth.

When the time comes to put into practice everything that you have learned, your first premise, the
most basic as well as the primary one, is humility. Never forget that all the lessons received were
based on the Grace of God, and not on human merit. Each instruction, each gift, each virtue and
even each skill reached, everything is the result of the Divine Grace within your lives.

For this reason, children, do not lose sight of that Grace, and under the perpetual spirit of humility,
know that you only triumph when you are in the Presence of the Lord and it is He Who acts through
His children. Thus, prayer, silence and the eternal awareness of the Divine Presence and of the need
for His Grace are that which will allow you to remain on the correct path.

This is what will uproot from your hearts any vestige of competitiveness and lack of union when
you wish to impose your own ideas and thoughts upon the ideas and thoughts of others. May no one
ever desire to establish their own will, rather, may everyone humbly gather in the Presence of the
Creator, pray and ask for the Grace to act, decide and discern in the face of each situation in life.
This will protect you, guide you and keep you safeguarded under the Law of the Grace and Mercy
of God, even in the times of justice.

Everything in your lives must be guided by the Creator, and even though His Messengers become
silent, you must learn to seek the Presence of the Father within your own hearts and listen to His
designs. The bridges have already been created, the doors have already been opened; it is enough
that your hearts remain always humble and conscious of the need for Grace in the face of any
situation.

You have My blessing for this, 

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


